SPORT HAS
THE POWER TO
CHANGE THE WORLD

VICTORY
STARTS HERE

x-bionic® sphere

INTRODUCTION
The unique x-bionic® sphere is a paradise for professional athletes and sports teams, 		
families and business leaders, as well as for the spectators. Events organised
at the resort are intended for visitors of all ages and nationalities.
The strategic location of the resort, only 200 metres away from the Danube River
connectingten European countries, and the proximity of European metropolises
such as Vienna, Budapest and Bratislava, guarantees fast and easy access from
nearby cities and airports.

Perfect connection
to main international
airports and easy access
to all major international hubs

Bratislava

Vienna

International airport
50 min

International airport

20 min

Summer Olympics

Paris 2024

within 120 min flight

All of Europe is in
reach by air in

3 hours

Budapest
International airport

120 min

x-bionic® sphere

x-bionic® sphere

Olympic
training center

Area of
1,000,000 m2

x-bionic® sphere

Leisure activities
directly at the resort

Located
in the heart of Europe

X-BIONIC® HOTEL

x-bionic® private sphere

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
X-BIONIC® HOTEL offers first-class accommodation in 282 x-bionic® private
sphere rooms and 12 luxury x-bionic® strato sphere apartments.
There are several categories of x-bionic® private sphere rooms available.
All rooms are spacious, elegantly furnished and equipped with the latest
large-screen information technology to let guests always learn in advance
about planned activities and events happening at the resort. Choose from any
of the following options:
◻ JUNIOR SUITES bedroom, living room and balcony with the option
of overlooking the Danube for more demanding guests
◻ DELUXE ROOMS for 1–4 people with either double or twin beds
◻ FAMILY ROOMS two separate bedrooms for 1–4 people with terrace
and direct entrance to AdventureLand.

282 rooms

Each room is air-conditioned and offers free Wi-Fi. Parking for all hotel
guests is at no charge.

Rooms for families
with a terrace

Junior suite

overlooking the Danube

x-bionic® private sphere

Single room

Double room

46 m2
DELUXE ROOM

46 m2
JUNIOR SUITE

Single
Tripleroom
room

46 m2
FAMILY ROOM

Quadruple room

46 m2
DELUXE ROOM

x-bionic® strato sphere

12 exclusive
penthouses

COMBINATION OF LUXURY
AND BREATH-TAKING ENERGY
Experience a place where luxury and a pleasant atmosphere come together.
Staying at x-bionic® strato sphere is an unforgettable experience.
◻ STUDIO SUITE bedroom, wardrobe and bathroom
◻ ONE BEDROOM SUITE bedroom, living room, wardrobe and bathroom
◻ JACUZZI SUITE two bedrooms and a living room with separate bathrooms
and wardrobes for each bedroom, 100-square-metre terrace with its own
Jacuzzi
X-BIONIC® HOTEL lets you reserve an entire floor so all top-class services
may be used with maximum privacy.
Apartments feature the finest materials and luxury furnishings. Hästens
beds will make you feel like you are lying on a cloud. x-bionic® strato
sphere also offers a private, fully-stocked bar along with a lounge, terrace,
an inside and outside fireplace, and a dining room where you can have an
á la carte breakfast prepared by X-BIONIC® HOTEL’s own specialised kitchens.
In addition, your own concierge will be available while you are staying
at x-bionic® strato sphere to meet your every wish and to make your time
here unforgettable.

VIP check-in

reception

Breakfast served in the privacy
of your apartment

x-bionic® strato sphere

x-bionic® strato sphere offers accommodation in X-BIONIC® HOTEL’s most luxurious rooms. Spacious, exclusively furnished penthouse suites
provide a unique atmosphere complemented with works of art by Gordana Glass. The twelve apartments are spread out over three pavilions,
each with a breath-taking sunset view.

33 m
STUDIO SUITE
2

66 m
ONE BEDROOM
SUITE
2

66 m
ONE BEDROOM
SUITE
2

94 m
JACUZZI SUITE
2

Olympic Training Center Slovakia

x-bionic® sphere

WELCOME TO THE CAPITAL
CITY OF SPORTS
Thanks to perfectly customised conditions for athletes, combined with
the first-class services, the ever-advancing x-bionic® sphere resort has
become an official Olympic Training Centre. Professional athletes,
amateur sportspeople, as well as companies from all over the world
find the ideal conditions for their training camps and competitions
at the x-bionic® sphere. The facilities for swimming and water sports,
equestrian sports, track and field, cycling, gymnastics, motorsports,
as well as team sports guarantee perfect conditions for 27 Olympic
sports.
The athletic support centre guarantees professional conditions and
as such the ideal setting to improve the performance of individual
athletes and teams from all over the world. In addition, the x-bionic
sphere hosts various national and international sports competitions,
of which several are real highlights, such as “The Championship”
– the annual middle-distance world championship in triathlon, the
world championship in endurance riding, and the European crosscountry championship.
Among 27 Olympic training facilities there are also perfect conditions
to train for endurance horse riding in the surroundings of x-bionic®
sphere.

x-bionic® sphere

CREATE YOUR OWN HUB
®
AT X-BIONIC SPHERE FOR
YOUR SPORT FEDERATION
VICTORY STARTS HERE × PARIS 2024

x-bionic® sphere

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
FOR ALL THE ATHLETES
x-bionic® sphere embodies the passion for sports. It is a place where
you can feel the taste of victory and success. This exceptional multi-purpose resort offers ideal conditions for professional athletes, but
also for amateur sports enthusiasts.
Thanks to perfectly customised conditions for athletes, combined with
the first-class services, the ever-advancing x-bionic® sphere resort has
become an official Olympic Training Centre and it is a perfect place for
your federation to prepare for the Paris 2024 Summer Olympics.
Special tailor-made offer is aiming to create profesional sports hub and is
based on long term rental to sports federation.
In case of year-round cooperation and minimum rental of one hotel pavilion (60 rooms) the offer will include branding of the pavilion, year-round
visibility throughout the resort as well as visibility during all the events
organized by x-bionic® sphere.

Private Hotel
Pavillion

All Sports

Facilities Included

OPPORTUNITY
LONG TERM RENTAL OPTIONS

LONG-TERM RENTAL FOR SPORT FEDERATION
ACCOMMODATION

FULL BOARD

Located in the epicenter of the venue and sport facilities, X-BIONIC® HOTEL is designed to cater to large sport teams for training camps, as well
as individuals striving to achieve their best results in the most beautiful
setting of a resort. All 282 hotel rooms are spacious, able to accommodate,
up to 4 guests, tastefully decorated and tailor-made to satisfy the needs of
all athletes.

Single room

Double room

Olym-Pick restaurant is a perfect fit for high-performance athletes, offering
a wide selection of international cuisine aiming to satisfy the needs of all
guests during your whole stay. Whether you want low-carb, low-fat, vegetarian, gluten-free or high-fiber meals, Olym-Pick has it all.

Triple room

Quadruple room

LONG-TERM RENTAL FOR SPORT FEDERATION
INCLUDES
FREE ACCESS TO SPORT VENUES

The unbeatable Gym covers an area of more than 1,000 m2 accross 3 floors
professionally equipped with top-brand weightlifting and gym equipment from
Eleiko, Cybex and Technogym. With a separate circuit and functional training
area, cardio zone, stretching and weightlifting zone, it truly offers unlimited
possibilities for anyone to exercise.

x-bionic® athletic sphere features an 8-lane track and field athletic oval with
IAAF certification, 4-lane track training oval, 4 long jump sand pits, separate
practice areas for all throwing sports (javelin throw, discus throw, shot put,
hammer throw), as well as 130 m incline/decline track, perfect for speed and
resistance training.

The training facilities include a 10-lane Olympic sized swimming pool available all year around and an 8-lane indoor short-course pool. Near the outdoor pool, you will find a grass area perfect for stretching before and after
practice, covered area ideal for physiotherapy treatments and sand surfaces
for dry-land practice.

x-bionic® gymnastic sphere that includes floor exercise 12x12m, uneven
bars, still rings, vault, parallel bars, balance beams and tumbling lane furnished with Olympic equipment by SPIETH Gymnastics is designed and built
with athletes in mind.

Main football stadium with a size of 105 m x 68 m and spectator’s capacity
of 5000 people has been created to meet the highest training and competition requirements. Two additional football fields are close to the main field
in a calm and private area. All 3 fields are built in FIFA standards and with
its fibre grass technology offer great conditions for national and international matches, or sports camps.

This upcoming modern sports centre with top equipment will consist of several sections. The multifunctional sports area with FIBA certified deck is intended for practicing collective sports such as basketball, volleyball, handball, floorball or indoor football. Training area dedicated to combat sports
consists of 2 zones (10 m x 17 m tatami mat) for teakwondo and karate and
another 4 zones (20 m x 17 m tatami mat) for judo and wrestling. The additional area combines Weightlifting, Functional training and Recovery zones.

The x-bionic® athletic sphere was designed with regard to the training requirements of athletes, professional
teams, sports clubs, and schools. It meets the standards for organizing national and international athletic
meetings and has become the home of the P-T-S meeting (EA European Silver).

MAIN TRAINING AREAS:

• 8-lane track and field 400m with IAAF certification with water jump
and sprint sector (CONIPUR M RAL 5015*)
• 4-lane track and field 200m, warm up area (CONIPUR SW RAL 2008)
• Water jump
• Long jump / triple jump sector with 4 sand pits (CONIPUR M RAL 5015 & RAL 7038)
• Technical disciplines sector: javelin, discus, hammer,
high jump (CONIPUR M RAL 5015 & CONIPUR EPOM/SP RAL 7038)
• Speed/resistance – incline/decline 130 m track with long jump pit (CONIPUR SW RAL 2008)
• Shot put sector (Gravel)
• Separate practice areas for all throwing sports: javelin toss, 			
discus throw, shot put, hammer throw (CONIPUR SW RAL 2008)
• Tribune capacity for 5000 viewers
• Philips lighting in IAAF standards for TV broadcasting
• Equipment on site – Adjustable hurdles, Speed sacs, Speed sleds, 		
Cones, Slalom sets poles, Agility ladders, etc.

OTHER FACILITIES:

Capacity for up to
5,000 spectators

• 10-lane outdoor Olympic pool
• 8-lane indoor short-course pool
• A grass area perfect for streching before & after practice, covered area on the 		
tribune is ideal for physio treatments right after the practice and sand pitches 		
for dry land practice are located near the outdoor pool.
• Recreational swimming pool with various water attractions such as geysers,
massage nozzles or the “wild river” to relax straight after the practice.
• Massage area next to the swimming pool
• Over 1000 m2 GYM on 3 floors, offering Technogym, Cybex cardio and Eleiko weightlifting equipment
• Functional circuit training zone – TRX, Bossuball, Pilates Balls, rollers, pavigym reaction wall
• Stretching and yoga zone
• Various lengths of outdoor natural runnning tracks
• Various lengths of outdoor bike tracks
• Cryotherapy options in the hotel
• SPA center within the hotel

Oval training track
IAAF standard 8 lane oval

track

REFERENCES:

Javier Sotomayor, CUBA

LEGEND:

The world high jump record holder

1

8-lane track and field 400m

4

Long jump / triple jump sector

7

High jump sector

10

8

2

4-lane track and field 200m, warm up area
5

Javelin sector

6

3

Water jump

“I am excited! I have travelled the whole world, but I haven’t
seen anything like x-bionic® sphere! It is like a paradise on
Earth. Great conditions for athletes, beautiful hotel, gym,
wellness, pools, as well as athletics stadium. All in one
place fantasy and joy of sports.

Discus and hammer sector

Incline / decline 130 m track with long jump pit

9

ATHLETICS

Shot put sector

Main Tribune 11 Stadium seating 12 Separate practise areas for all throwing sports

12
Matej Tóth, Slovakia

TRIATHLON

Olympic champion in 50 km Race Walk

“ I am excited! I have travelled the whole
world, but I haven’t seen anything like
x-bionic® sphere! It is like a paradise on Earth”

2

11
1
8

6

ARCHERY

5
3

7

4
9

Christian Taylor, USA

10

Olympic Champion in triple jump

“I can only say superlatives about the
meeting. Great conditions, organisation,
as well as fans. The track was excellent,
I am satisfied.”

Certified
FIFA standards

Artificial lighting in

FIFA standards

for TV broadcasting

REFERENCES:

LEGEND:
1

Stadium field with size of 105 x 68 m

2

Main Tribune with capacity for 5000 viewers

4

Artificial lighting FIFA/IAAF standards

5

Stadium seating 6 Grass training area for goalkeepers

7

Two Training fields with size of 105 x 68 m 8 Warm up area

9

Changing rooms

3

Kit rooms

AMERICAN FOOTBALL
6

Şenol Güneş, Turkey

Head Coach Besiktas Istanbul and Turkey

“I am very surprised at the conditions this
sports complex has. From our point of view,
we have found the ideal environment to
undergo tough training at the highest level.”

FOOTBALL

5

Sylvain Ripoll, France
Head Coach France U21

1

“Amazing, great, professional. We are amazed
with the conditions in x-bionic® sphere. World
resort with minimum sports distances.”

RUGBY

9

4

8
2

3

Bruno Pinheiro

Head Coach Qatar U19

7

“x-bionic® sphere is undoubtedly a complex of absolute world
quality. Our team found the conditions in an excluive resort.
The food, accommodation, but also a conference rooms are
amazing. In a word - perfect!”

Pavel Hapal

Head Coach Slovak national football team

“Players have maximum comfort as well as all conditions,
including sports or those outside the field. All three courses
have a lawn of the highest quality and we are always happy
to return to Šamorín.”

The x-bionic® gymnastic sphere is equipped with SPIETH Gymnastics Olympic equipment for male and female
categories. The hall was designed to comply with the training requirements of professional athletes. Its key
principles are safety, dynamism and maximum sports performance. Our gymnastic hall is located directly
in the hotel part near the GYM and cryotherapy options.

MAIN TRAINING AREAS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floor exercise 12x12m
2 Uneven bars with standard and foam landing
2 Still rings with standard and foam landing
Vault with standard or foam landing
2 Parallel bars with standard and foam landing
2 balance beams
Tumbling lane
Equipment on site – SPIETH

Safety,
dynamics, maximum
athletic performance

OTHER FACILITIES:
• 10-lane outdoor Olympic pool
• 8-lane indoor short-course pool
• A grass area perfect for streching before & after practice, covered area on
the tribune is ideal for physio treatments right after the practice and sand 		
pitches for dry land practice are located near the outdoor pool
• Recreational swimming pool with various water attractions such as geysers,
massage nozzles or the “wild river” to relax straight after the practice
• Massage area next to the swimming pool
• Over 1000 m2 GYM on 3 floors, offering Technogym, Cybex cardio and Eleiko
weightlifting equipment
• Functional circuit training zone – TRX, Bossuball, Pilates Balls, rollers, pavigym
reaction wall
• Stretching and yoga zone
• Athletic stadium with 400m and 200m running track
• Various lengths of outdoor natural runnning tracks
• Various lengths of outdoor bike tracks
• Cryotherapy options in the hotel
• SPA center within the hotel

Teambuilding
activities

SPIETH Gymnastics
Olympic equipment

REFERENCES:

LEGEND:
1

Uneven bars

2

9

Spring table

10

16

Balance beam

Foam pit
Bar

17

11

3

Hard mat

Still rings

Men‘s uneven bars

4

Women‘s uneven bars

Women‘s uneven bars

12
18

Balance beam

19

13

5

Bar

6

Still rings

Balcony for spectators

Low balance beams for practise

Gymnastic sprung floor

20

34,8m

14

Pommel horse

8
15

Vault
Air track

Still rings

MODERN GYMNASTICS
20

16
6

7

15

19

SPORT GYMNASTICS

5

14

11

10

17

12

23,2m

4
13
18
8

3

2
1

9
7

Mária Homolová, Slovakia
London 2012 Olympian
Coach in Norway

“We had such a great time in Šamorín. Nice environment,
great food, good accommodation and a gym just around the
corner! There is nothing better than having everything in one
place.’’

Barbora Mokošová, Slovakia

Rio 2016 and Tokyo 2020 Olympian

“Pleasant atmosphere in the whole resort, nice
accommodation, excellent food for athletes
and excellent conditions in the gymnastic hall.”

The x-bionic® power 1,000 square metres is professionally equipped with top-brand weightlifting and gym equipment from Eleiko, Cybex and Technogym, and is one of the most advanced and best equipped fitness centres in
Slovakia. There are separate strength and cardio zone sections with the option of group coaching and training
that truly offers unlimited possibilities for anyone to exercise. x-bionic® power sphere includes a Pavigym
system that has become a pioneer in functional floors, walls and all-in-one solutions that incorporate the
latest fitness trends.

MAIN TRAINING AREAS:
• Over 1000 m2 GYM on 3 floors
• Power zone – 26 Technogym power stations, 35 Cybex power stations, 2 Kenesis Technogym
stations, 2 flexibility stations, 2 Cybex squat constructions, Pavigym
• Cardio zone 8 Cybex stations, 24 Technogym stations
• Functional circuit training zone
• Stretching and yoga zone
• Possibility of group trainings – Pilates, Thaiboxing, Mobility, Power yoga, etc.
• Equipment on site – Technogym, Cybex cardio and Eleiko weightlifting,
Training equipment – TRX, Bossuball, Pilates Balls, rollers, pavigym reac
tion wall , Stations with adjustable TV channel and internet connection, etc.

OTHER FACILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All-day access to the x-bionic® power sphere for athletes without reservation
Cryotherapy options in the hotel
SPA center within the hotel
2 swimming pools and recreational leissure pool with water jets
MegaSun solarium
Various lengths of outdoor natural runnning tracks
Various lengths of outdoor bike tracks

1,000 m
of a 3-floor gym
2

Cutting-edge
equipment

REFERENCES:

LEGEND:
1

Reaction wall

8

Power rack

14

Bike & Elliptical treadmills 15 Steppers 16 Streching zone 17 Pink room – suitable for group trainings 18 Mirrors

2
9

Streching zone

3

Multifunctional rack

4

Power rack

5

Chest & arm section

6

Leg section

7

Barbells

Adjustable and still benches 10 Plyoboxes 11 Kettlebells 12 Running threadmills 13 Rowing machines

WEIGHTLIFTING

1st floor / Power zone
5

BODYBUILDING

6
4

8

3st floor / Functional circuit training zone

3
9

2

10

1

7

17

11
2st floor / Cardio zone
12

13

14

16

THAIBOXING

15
Roman Volák, Slovakia

Multiple World Martial Arts champion
“My biggest progress in elite sports came after reaching the age
of 40. I give a lot of credit to the professional equipment of the
gymnastic hall and gym in the x-bionic® sphere, where my joints
are taken care of when training extreme jumps. That’s why I
know that my sports career will be extended. And that’s the
most.”

The x-bionic® aquatic sphere with size over 10.000 m2 is the place for both maximum sports performance and deserved relaxation for swimming, water polo as well as for artistic swimming teams. Our aquatic facilities, located
in the main hotel area adjacent to main GYM includes 10-lane outdoor Olympic swimming pool, 8-lane indoor
short-course pool and a recreational swimming pool with various water attractions such as geysers, massage
nozzles or the “wild river” to relax straight after the practice.

25−metre
indoor swimming
pool

MAIN TRAINING AREAS:
•
•
•
•

10-lane outdoor Olympic pool and 8-lane indoor short-course pool
Grass streching area
Sand pitches for dry land practice
Equipment on site (Omega touch pads, Malmsten starting blocks and lanes, artistic swimming audio system,

water polo equipment, etc.)

EXTRAS FOR ATHLETES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Massage area next to the swimming pool
Athletic stadium with 400m and 200m running track
Possibility for open water activities in Danube river
Over 1000 m2 GYM on 3 floors, offering Technogym, Cybex cardio and Eleiko 		
weightlifting equipment
Functional circuit training zone – TRX, Bossuball, Pilates Balls, rollers, pavigym
reaction wall
Stretching and yoga zone
Various lengths of outdoor natural runnning tracks
Various lengths of outdoor bike tracks
Cryotherapy options on the field & in the hotel
SPA center within the hotel

50−metre outdoor
Olympic swimming pool
with air dome

REFERENCES:

LEGEND:
1

10 − lane outdoor Olympic pool     2 8 − lane indoor short-course pool     3 Main Tribune

5

Sand pitches for dry training

6

Recreational swimming pools

7

Water slides

4

Grass area

ARTISTIC SWIMMING
Jamie Salter, Australia

General Manager of Performance Pathways
at Swimming Australia

2

“We have identified this place (x-bionic® sphere) as
a trial for 2024 Olympic campaign for the senior 		
team because of the excellent facilities this place
has – there really is everything the team needs here
for their preparation for the meet. ”

1
25m

STAGING CAMP PRIOR TO FINA WORLD JUNIOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS, 2019

SWIMMIN

50m

4

6

7

3

WATER POL
Lisa Schott, Canada

Chief Referee of the FINA WorldSeries and Technical Delegate

5

“The premises and equipment are some of the best in the
world! The organisers are amazing. I am delighted!”

Martina Moravcová, Slovakia

2x Olympic silver medalist in 100m butterfly and 200m freestyle

”I am delighted that the camp can take place again in the modern and beautiful sports arena
in the x-bionic® sphere in Šamorín. Children have secured accommodation and training
in a top environment and can learn from the best!”

NG

LO

The x-bionic® equestor sphere with an area of 379,167 m2 forms the largest part of the resort and includes the
most modern Olympic horse-riding centre in Europe, which has quickly become a favourite and popular destination for equestrian enthusiasts from all over the world. The x-bionic® equestor sphere can boast with three
grass, three sand arenas and two indoor riding halls and almost two kilometres long racetrack.
The horse’s comfort is considered throughout every centimetre of x-bionic® equestor sphere, with
rubber brick pathways connecting each part to ensure safety for the horses at all times.
The permanent stables are very spacious and equipped with state-of-the-art riding technology. The
x-bionic® equestor sphere proves that by its size, quality, equipment and attention to detail, it
creates perfect conditions for both horses and riders. Šamorín is a city proud of its rich horse-breeding history, making x-bionic® sphere the ideal place for all equestrian professionals
and enthusiasts.
Twice a year renowned international horse jumping organized competitions with
3*CSI level and above are organized in addition to 10- 12 weekend parkour competitions hosting not only Slovak riders but also those from neighbouring countries.
Our equestrian season is in great part also composed of 6 international endurance events under the umbrella of FEI within the range of 80, 120, 160km.

MAIN TRAINING AREA AND VENUES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 grass and 3 sand arenas with a total area of 52,929 m2
Racetrack with length of 1 650 m and 18 m wide
683 permanent stables (440 summer stables, 198 winter and 45 club stables)
3300 seats on outer and inner tribunes
The main tribune with an area of 16,800 m2 and dedicated VIP zone
2 indoor riding halls with a capacity of 500 seats
Smaller training hall with an area of 3200 m2
Larger hall for holding competitions with an area of 3680 m2

OTHER FACILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paddocks
Lounging rings
Carousels for horses
Rubber brick pathways connecting each part
Regeneration pools for horses
Veterinary clinic
Horse riding school

2 indoor

riding halls

638 stables

3 sand

3 show-jumping arenas
grass and

REFERENCES:

LEGEND:
1

Farrier‘s Steak House

Regeneration pool for horses

6

Dressage arena (sand)

11

Summer stables 12 Horse shoe arena (grass) 13 Main stadium (grass) 14 Main tribune and VIP zone 15 Respect arena (sand)

16

Octagon arena (grass)

2
7

3

Farrier‘s arena (sand)

Lounging rings and carousels for horses

11

8

Paddocks

4

Equestrian Hall

9

Winter stables 10 Veterinary clinic

12

Race track

5

13

14

15
16

5

X-BIONIC®
SUMMER
TOUR

4

9

1

10
3

6
8

7
2
Doda Miranda, Brazil
Rider, Olympic medalist

“x-bionic® sphere offers a wide range of possibilities for
training and competing. The environment is great and
very safe for the horses. I would compare this resort to
a Disneyland for equestrians.”

x-bionic® morpho sphere in Šamorín is about overcoming obstacles and one‘s own limits, climbing, moving, action and fun.
This upcoming modern sports centre with top equipment will consist of several sections such as:

FIGHTER ZONE:
KARATE, JUDO, AIKIDO, TAEKWONDO, WRRESTING, BOX
This training area for combat sports will be equipped for basic training and sport training of contact sports from
school age children to representation teams of national associations. Domestic sports clubs will educate athletes
among children coming from the neighbourhood of Šamorín under the guidance of experienced coaches of
judo, aikido, karate and wrestling. The area will be combining Power zone, Recovery zone and small multipurpose rooms re-furnished according to your requirements.

MULTIFUNCITONAL HALL:
HANDBALL, BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL, BADMINTON, SOFTBALL,
FENCING, TABLE TENNIS, INDOOR FOOTBALL, JUDO
The multifunctional sports area with FIBA certified deck is intended for training collective
sports. The hall will also serve as an additional training area for athletes, swimmers,
water polo players or gymnasts from domestic sports clubs for general fitness training.
The zone consits of 2 courts for basketball, 3 courts for volleyball, 1 court for handball, floorball, futsal and badminton.

BOULDERING ZONE:
BOULDERING, NINJA, PARKOUR, CHILDREN‘S AREA
NINJA is combination of bouldering, parkour and functional physical condition creates the
perfect basis for handling a track built on the principles and requirements of the Ninja Warrior
TV show. PARKOUR is the latest trendy sport for the young and old, beginners as well as professionals. Parkour means running from point A to point B in the most effective way through various
urban obstacles such as stairs, roofs, walls, benches, gates and panels. BOULDERING is a sort of
offshoot of sport climbing that has recently become a popular trendy sport. Acrobatic climbing without
a rope at a safe height brings fun and a challenge for the young and old. CHILDREN‘S AREA even kids from
the age of four will learn everything about the various combinations of crazy tricks, acrobatics, bouldering,
ninja warrior moves, parkour, and in particular about movement.

POWER ZONE:

Professionally equipped zone with suspension system for functional training and with system for power training.

OKTAGON GYM:

The Oktagon‘s heart, home gym of the most popular Czecho-Slovak sports organisation OKTAGON MMA, where you
can look forward to amateur leagues, various competitions, workshops for shooting TV shows and different TV projects.
The gym will offer not only MMA trainings, but also public trainings of Thai boxing, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, judo.

MARTIAL ARTS – 614,15 m2
MAIN TRAINING AREAS:
• 2 zones (10x17 m puzzle tatami, thickness 4 cm) suitable for karate and taekwondo
• 4 zones (20x17 m tatami, thickness 2,5 cm) suitable for judo and wrestling with special sprung floor

MULTIFUNCITONAL HALL – 2300 m2
MAIN TRAINING AREAS
• 2 courts for basketball (28,1x15,1 m)
• 3 courts for volleyball (18x9 m)
• 1 court for handball, floorball, futsal and badminton (40x20 m)
• 3 tribunes for spectators (5 lines of seating) and 1 tribune for spectators (2 lines of seating)

POWER ZONE – 490 m2
MAIN TRAINING AREAS:
• Power zone’s 250 m2 with puzzle rubber floor (thickness 10mm)
• Professionally equipped with suspension system for functional training - circles, ropes, 		
straps, horizontal bars, targets, fit balls, bosu, ship‘s ropes, plyoboxes.
• System for power training - power cages, adjustable benches, bumper plates, weightlifting
podiums, barbells, kettlebells, slam balls, medicine balls, trap bars, u bars, multi-grip bars,
tech-isometrci bars, weight vests.

SMALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOMS – 57,90 m2 / 62,05 m2 / 57,90 m2
• Rooms suitable for various group exercises: spinning classes, tabata, yoga, aero boxing
and pilates, group streching, dance classes etc.

PARKOUR / BOULDERING / NINJA – 1763 m2
x-bionic® morpho sphere is the first place to combine bouldering, parkour, ninja and functional training in just one place.
Offering prime equipment and highly trained personnel, we set out to help you reach your individual sportive goals –
regardless of age, level of experience and physical abilities. If sports stir your blood, you have found just the right place with
us! In terms of fitness exercising, there is a noticeable trend toward functional training. We are offering a thrilling alternative to
traditional gyms.
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RECOVERY ZONE – 210,11 m2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing rooms
Relaxation room
The Kneipp bath
Finnish sauna
Steam sauna
Cooling pool

CHANGING ROOMS – 250,40 m2
• Separate changing rooms for men and women with degree of privacy. Four fully equiped
rooms with with lockers, benches, toilets and showers.

MEETING ROOMS – 95,8 m2
• Since teams undertake a variety of activities in conference rooms from group 		
brainstorms to one-on-one meetings, the ideal space for one of these meetings
will not necessarily work for others. By offering rooms of various sizes, with 		
different equipment, you can cater to all of these possibilities.

BAR & RECEPTION – 262,77 m2
• Providing a friendly, welcoming and efficient service to all morpho sphere guests. Bar 		
offers small refreshments & snacks with possibility of sitting on the platform overlooking
parkour and bouldering area.
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OKTAGON GYM – 586,48 m2

Home gym of the most popular Czecho-Slovak sports organisation OKTAGON MMA, where you can look
forward to amateur leagues, various competitions, workshops for shooting TV shows and different
TV projects. The gym will offer not only MMA trainings, but also public trainings of Thai boxing,
Brazilian jiu-jitsu, judo. We‘re not forgetting about the youngest ones. There will also be the
opportunity to train with the Oktagon‘s wrestlers.
OKTAGON annually organizes several tournaments in the largest Czech and Slovak arenas or cities. OKTAGON MMA is the largest Czech-Slovak organization that organizes
mixed martial arts tournaments in our country. The founders decided to create
their own gym as well as studio for their live shows within our morpho sphere.
The organization now has more than 450,000 fans on social networks and
YouTube, where videos have over 30 million views.
REFERENCES:

Pavel Neruda, Slovakia

General manager in Oktagon Fighting Academy

“Wonderful spaces, scented gym with design things. We are
really proud to have an Oktagon gym in such spaces and so
far everyone who has entered the premises has said wow.”
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x-bionic® sphere

X-BIONIC® ARENA UNDER CONSTRUCTION

OPPORTUNITY

POSSIBILITY TO ADJUST TO
X-BIONIC® ARENA is situated right next to the multifunctional
YOUR SPORT NEEDS
x-bionic® sphere resort. Modern multifunctional professional sports
hall fulfills high standards of different sports organizations such as
FIBA, IHF, FIVB, ITF and IFF. One main and two training pitches are
suitable for 15 Olympic sports.
X-BIONIC ® ARENA
the universe of sports, leisure
and innovation

Highest
standards
Area of

4480 m2

5 000

viewers

VIzUALIzÁCIA - HLAVNé IHRISKO

X-BIONIC ® ARENA

VIzUALIzÁCIA - zÁzEMIE ŠPORTOVCI

the universe of sports, leisure
and innovation

VIzUALIzÁCIA - SKYBOX

X-BIONIC ® ARENA
the universe of sports, leisure
and innovation

X-BIONIC ® ARENA
the universe of sports, leisure
and innovation

VIzUALIzÁCIA - VSTUPNÁ HALA

X-BIONIC ® ARENA
the universe of sports, leisure
and innovation

x-bionic® sphere

QUARANTINE CENTER
FOR ELITE ATHLETES
October 2020 − June 2021
ENSURING THE CONTINUITY OF SAFE SPORTS TRAINING DURING THE
CURRENT UNCERTAIN SITUATION CAUSED BY THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
Thanks to the joint initiative between the Slovak Olympic and Sports
Committee and the Olympic Training Center I x-bionic® sphere, a Quarantine Center for top sports athletes was established in Šamorín with
the aim to help athletes by ensuring the continuity of sports training.
It was approved by the Central Crisis Headquarters in Slovakia while
respecting the tightened regime in relation to the fight against the
spread of coronavirus COVID-19.

+5.100 athletes

Professional conditions
for several olympic sports within
one place

Accredited by public health authority
of the slovak republic and central

crisis headquarters in Slovakia

from mid-November 2020

+48.000 room nights
from mid-November 2020

Safe and controlled zone

for accommodation, catering

and sport training

Hermetically sealed

olympic training centre
with monitored entry
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Here is the place to go to recover your physical and psychological strength
after a demanding day. It is the place to relax and indulge yourself. Your
absolute comfort is taken care of by certified spa therapists. At x-bionic®
wellness sphere, you will find many ways to cool off and re-energise.
The wide range of treatments and wellness attractions includes seven
different saunas along with an outdoor cooldown pool, a tepidarium, salt
cave, Kneipp bathing pool, three whirlpool baths, a Hamman Turkish bath
and many types of massages and treatments. Besides classic therapies,
take the opportunity to try exotic Thai treatments handled by experienced
therapists from Thailand whose talents make for an experience you will
always remember.

Kneipp
bathing pool

Salt cave
and tepidarium

7 different
saunas

x-bionic® sphere

The most
colourful cinema
in the world

súkromneho
premietania

Možnost

The original design of Tuli® Cinema is the first of its kind in Slovakia. Its colours and
exceptional atmosphere will delight visitors right at the entrance. The cinema itself
is equipped with unusual seating on comfortable Tuli® beanbags with the capacity of
112 seats. In addition to the newest movies and popular animated fairy tales for the
whole family, the Tuli® Cinema offers private screenings or customised events
for clients.

x-bionic® convention sphere brings new opportunities to organising conferences,
corporate parties and banquets along with teambuilding and business meetings. There
are 12 different types of convention and conference rooms in one place, with a total
capacity of 1,850. High-end technical equipment, a superior background and qualified
staff have what it takes to meet the expectations of even the most demanding clients.

AdventureLand
AdventureLand is an outdoor multipurpose playground both for children and adults
covering an area of 13,242 m2 on the Danube River bank in close proximity of the
X-BIONIC® HOTEL.

Comfortable

Tuli® beanbags

AdventureLand is divided into several unique zones intended for various age groups.
At the educational and entertaining playground, children can learn how to grow crops
or how to make fishing nets, how to swim across the ocean on a pirate ship, enjoy the
water world, walk through a labyrinth or relax in the amphitheatre. The playground
also offers a zipline and a functional exercise zone.

Holiday in Slovakia with
a seaside-like atmosphere

Daily camps with various
sports activities for children

In the summer season of 2021,
more than 2,000 families spend
their holiday with us

More than 300 animation program
activities for the whole family

x-bionic® flavour sphere

x-bionic® flavour sphere

VISIT OUR RESTAURANTS
AND BAR
At x-bionic® sphere, ordinary dining turns into a true culinary
experience.  Choose from an imaginative menu and different
catering concepts.
x-bionic® sphere has four restaurants, each with their own concept.
Olym-Pick is a buffet-style restaurant serving breakfast and also
offering a wide selection of food and beverages during the day.
APANI® restaurant offers a menu of healthy Japanese specialities
prepared by experienced chefs. You will be pleasantly surprised by
the atmosphere at Farrier's Steak House, an equestrian restaurant
whose stylish rustic interior features an original Tuscan oven and
bar stools shaped like horse saddles. Golden Garden is x-bionic®
sphere’s own experiential restaurant, regularly organising special
presentations by major chefs from around the world along with
tastings from a selected menu.
Besides the restaurants, x-bionic® sphere has a bar and café. Located
in the hotel foyer, X-Bar is the perfect place to enjoy a cup of coffee
and fresh homemade desserts. At Legends’ Bar, you can order from
a number of alcoholic beverages and soft drinks, play pool, go
bowling or enjoy a smoke in the cigar room.

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Olym-Pick Restaurant
Choose from a wide range of delicious meals and beverages
available at the self-service Olym-Pick restaurant. Our menu
includes homemade, crispy pizza, lava stone cooked meals
and international cuisine. In addition, Olym-Pick prepares
a number of healthy meals tailored to different dietary
requirements.

Buffet-style
restaurant

International
cuisine
Grilled meals

x-bionic® flavour sphere

APANI® Restaurant
APANI® serves healthy Japanese specialities whose flavour and
variety will amaze you. When preparing the food, particular
emphasis is placed on the quality and freshness of the raw
ingredients to be used. The concept behind the restaurant opens
up opportunities for organising cookery classes personalised to
customer requirements.

Authentic
Japanese cuisine
Food prepared

right in front of you

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Golden Garden
Restaurant
Golden Garden is an exclusive restaurant with a unique design
which makes it the best place to enjoy an experiential menu to
satisfy the most demanding guests. With 46 seats, this is an
excellent choice for special corporate or private events.

The restaurant

for special occasions
Acclaimed chefs

from around the world

Pop-up dinners

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Farrier's Steak House
A fabled restaurant with an original and equestrian-style designed
interior not just for gourmets who love high-quality meat. Get warm
in winter by the fireplace or just enjoy a snifter of brandy while sitting
on a saddle at the bar.

Summer terrace with view
of the Farrier’s Arena
for special occasions

Elegant, equestrian-style

rustic interior

x-bionic® flavour sphere

X-Bar
An elegant lobby bar furnished with comfortable high-rise
armchairs right at the centre of everything happening and yet
providing undisturbed privacy. X-Bar is just the place for either
a business meeting or to sit down for a short time with clients
over a coffee or cake.

Located directly
in the hotel foyer
Coffee and fresh

homemade desserts
served
Library

where guests

may borrow books

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Legends' Bar
The perfect place for a relaxed meeting and a drink or cigar with
friends and business partners, with room for more than 240 guests.
The bar atmosphere is enhanced by a stage for artists and small
groups for occasional performances. Legends’ Bar even has a fantastic piano. The rear of the bar has bowling alleys, pool tables and
an entrance to a cigar lounge to make the area the ideal venue for
organising teambuilding and corporate meetings.

Available for

tastings of wine, rum
other types of alcohol

Bowling alley
and pool table

Cigar lounge
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ACTIVITIES NEAR
®
X-BIONIC SPHERE
x-bionic® sphere is located in quiet surroundings on the banks of the Danube, not far from Čilistov,
a recreational resort that offers additional opportunities for sports and fun leisure activities. Other
nearby resorts you can visit are the 18-hole Welten Golf Club in Báč and the SLOVAKIA RING motorsport complex, 21 kilometres away, where a safe driving course lets you test your driving skills in
wet conditions and teaches you how to overcome risky situations on the road.

x-bionic® biking sphere

There are few places where you can cycle and not encounter
hills. But the trails around x-bionic® sphere will satisfy the
desire of anyone who prefers the flat, picturesque dam reservoir cycle trails running along the Danube. The resort lies along
EuroVelo 6, a well-known international cycle trail linking
10 countries over 3,653 kilometres. If adventure is what you
seek, then visit the cycle trail winding through the Little Carpathians, just 20 kilometres away from x-bionic® sphere. The
change in elevation as the forest route rises and descends,
alongside the diversity of surfaces, ensures an extreme experience in one of the most gorgeous corners of Slovakia.
You do not need your own bicycle for a cycling experience at
x-bionic® biking sphere. Select from a wide selection of
bicycles for hire and enjoy a ride along the scenic plains.

Bike

International
EuroVelo

rental

route

x-bionic® sphere

WELTEN Golf Club is situated just eight kilometres from
x-bionic® sphere, creating the ideal conditions and combination for organising an incredible corporate golf tournament.
The golf course was completed in 2007 and ever since has
provided guests with the highest standard of services. The
6,170-metre, 18-hole, par-72 golf course has many bunkers
to make the course challenging for players of any skill level.

18-hole

golf course
Corporate
golf tournament

Drive

x-bionic® sphere

tuned-up race cars

x-bionic sphere is located in close proximity to SLOVAKIA RING, the country’s
largest motorsport complex. The professional and versatile SLOVAKIA RING
motorsport complex includes the first racetrack in Slovakia approved by the
International Automobile Federation (FIA).
Besides professional motorsports, SLOVAKIA RING provides its guests with
a unique opportunity to improve their driving skills, try a quick drive, practice
their driving technique or just savour the joy of sitting behind the wheel.
The complex is the right venue for corporate events, whether organised
for your business partners or employees. A remarkable programme full of
unforgettable experiences for your guests can be prepared at anytime. The
first professional Centre of Safe Driving, Military Museum, Off-road Centre,
Karting Centre, Malkia Park, Hotel Ring and numerous restaurants are
situated in the wider area of the resort.

Reserve
the track circuit
Safe driving courses

Skid school
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SPORTS CLUBS
AT X-BIONIC® SPHERE
The philosophy of x-bionic® sphere as an Olympic training centre is to get children of
various ages to try as many sports disciplines as possible and later decide which one
is the right one for them.
The structure and functioning of sports clubs under a common umbrella are based
on the x-bionic® sphere' vision as a whole. The multi-sports resort meets the highest
standards of individual sports, but the day-to-day life throughout the entire year is
focused on the sporting development of young people and the public. This mission is
fulfilled daily by our coaches in the sporting and personal development of athletes in
our clubs.
Eliminating sports illiteracy is only the first step, our motto is to impart the sporting
principles of fair-play and systematic work to every athlete. The goal of this work is
to build a sports family of professional athlets who will be able to compete globally.
A sports family that will consist of thousands of people, for whom sports and its
values will be an integral part, will be associated with the x-bionic® sphere brand
and its supporters.
The following clubs have been included in our sports family and other sports will
join them in 2020:

Nearly 1,000 athletes
registered in our clubs

122 Slovak records
have been broken
so far

x-bionic® sphere

PART OF X-BIONIC® SPHERE
QSI International School of Bratislava opened in September 1994 as a private,
nonprofit school offering a full educational program in the English language to
students in the Early Childhood Program through Secondary graduation. The student
body currently represents over 30 nations from the diplomatic community, the
international business community, the greater international community and Slovak
families. Students graduate fully prepared to attend colleges and universities in the
United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, continental Europe, and other countries
across the globe.
In 2018, the school moved to new purpose-built facilities located in Samorin.
The school provides complimentary bus service from 10+ locations in and around
Bratislava. The Elementary campus & Early Childhood Center is opposite the new
X-Bionic Sphere (XBS) Resort, while the Middle & Secondary School campus is
located directly on the XBS Resort.
Materials and equipment are up to date and of the highest quality. Class sizes are
small. Most of the faculty members are North Americans, with some teachers from
the United Kingdom, France, Serbia, the Philippines, Greece, Brazil, Benin, Spain,
Ecuador, and Slovakia. Twenty-six full-time faculty members are native English
speakers, and all teachers are fluent in English. Teachers are certified by their
respective nations and are experienced in international education.
The School is managed by Quality Schools International (QSI). QSI is a nonprofit
organization of 37 international schools. QSI International School of Bratislava
benefits from the unique opportunities afforded by this organized network of schools
with nearly three decades of proven performance.

x-bionic® sphere

NATURAL HERITAGE AND
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
Sustainability is one of the most important principles respected by x-bionic®
sphere. Therefore, the entire resort is supplied with a green cogenerative biogas
power plant. Corn harvested on 600 hectares of soil produces 1 megawatt of green
electricity and 1.5 megawatts of thermal energy, mostly used by the x-bionic®
aquatic sphere and X-BIONIC® HOTEL. In addition to the corn silage, the power
plant is also supplied with biological waste, for example mown grass that grows
within the resort area. This is exactly what moves us into a modern sphere of
standardised waste management.
x-bionic® sphere benefits also from another cogenerative natural gas unit that
provides an extra additional one megawatt of electricity and thermal energy.
These two energy sources fully cover the needs of the resort. The resort also
draws mineral water from a depth of 1,400 metres using a well located on the
site. This mineral water source has a certificate from the Ministry of Health of
the Slovak Republic and gushes forth at a speed of 8.7 litres per second and thus
contributes an additional 1.5 megawatts of thermal energy. We believe that sports
and environmental care should be a part of the everyday life of each one of us, and
therefore the message that we are trying to pass on goes beyond the
European standards.

Renewable
energy

Sustainability
throughout
the whole resort

OPPORTUNITY
BUILDING A MEDICAL SPA

x-bionic® sphere

THE HEALING WATERS OF
SLOVAKIA’S THERMAL SPRINGS
Slovakia is rich in deep underground springs with varying thermal and mineral
properties. Spas in Slovakia enjoy a long and highly-regarded reputation. Each year
thousands of foreigners travel to Piešťany, Trenčianske Teplice or Bardejov and
many of them return annually, some for twenty or more times, to receive special
treatments with various kinds of mineral waters, mud, or just to enjoy the wide
range of wellness procedures offered.
Our thermal spring FGČ-1 was drilled in 1978 and recognized as a natural healing
spring in 1984. The average total mineralization is around 7890 mg/liter with a pH
7,5 (which is slighlty alkaline) and the average surface temperature of the water
reaches 51,2 °C .
With its unique chemical composition, temperature and healing effects, it is one
of the most significant natural healing waters in Europe. The healing effects of the
water are advised to be used when treating damaged or weakened musculoskeletal
system, post-operative conditions, recondition and general revitalization of the
organism.

Healing
thermal spring
Wellness

Procedures
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EVENTS
ORGANISED
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EVENTS ORGANISED
AT THE X-BIONIC® SPHERE RESORT
x-bionic® sphere offers its premises to many local and international sports events
that attract a lot of athletes and spectators from all over the world to Šamorín. Each
zone within the resort has the opportunity to shine with its unique atmosphere,
individuality and great service creating an ideal environment for all.
In past years, the x-bionic® sphere resort has welcomed thousands of professional
and amateur athletes, along with tens of thousands of spectators, and has received
support and great feedback from all around the world. As a supplement to the sports
events, the x-bionic® sphere resort has also been the venue for many cultural events,
concerts, stand-up and talk shows, and artistic performances.

BE A PART OF A VISION,
THAT BECOMES

REALITY
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THE COLLINS CUP
28 AUGUST 2021

For the first time in the history. PTO’s inaugural event the Collins Cup hosted here at
x-bionic® sphere.
Best Professional Triathletes in the world. An athlete from each of Team US, Europe
and the Internationals fighting against one another in an individual race of three, 12
separate race matches, each staggered 10 minutes apart. Each race consists of a 2km
swim, 80km bike and an 18km run. The largest Prize Purse in the triathlon sport’s
history $1,500,000. Broadcasted in 56 countries in the world in 21 different languages.

Belinda Granger, Australian multiple Ironman champion
Pro liaison for Challenge Familly

„The Collins Cup was a triathlon extravaganza like no other I’ve ever been
a part of. To have all of the world’s best triathletes under the one roof
in one of the most incredible sporting venues I’ve ever seen, was pure
heaven for any fan of the sport”.“

Jan Frodeno, German triathlete
PTO’s current world rank nr. 1

„We did not come to Slovakia to fight for financial reward, but to gain
prestige. It will be a proper ride. It will not be the performances of individuals that will decide, but the tactics of the whole team. Everyone will
go at full throttle. The goal of our European team in this amazing Šamorín
area is to win. There are great conditions for triathlon.“
Dominating triathlon scenes for years. 3x Ironman World Champion, gold
olympic medalist from 2018. Holding world record and is the only person
so far to complete IM distance under 7 and half hours

x-bionic® sphere

LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS
TOUR GLOBAL CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
15 – 17 OCTOBER AND 21 – 23 OCTOBER 2021

The thrilling final stages of the Longines Global Champions Tour and Global Champions
League 2021 season were staged in the beautiful setting of x-bionic® equestor sphere.
The Longines Global Champions Tour is an annual pre-eminent individual show jumping
series that comprises up to 15 rounds of competition hosted around the world. It brings
together the top 30 riders in the FEI Jumping World Rankings competing for biggest
prize money in Equestrian world.
Global Champions League unites top riders from different countries to compete on
the same team ensuring electrifying competitions over a Championship season. The
ground-breaking concept delivers fascinating tactical battles and fierce rivalries within
teams in 15 stunning venues around globe.
Henrik Von Eckermann, Swedish Olympic show jumping rider
Gold team medalist in the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo
and placed 4th in the individual competition

“Yeah, they couldn’t find a better place for Longines Global Champions Tour.
When I heard they changed it to this I was really happy about it because
I know the place since before and it’s perfect place to have a good show.”

Denis Monticolo, Director of LGCT
Director of LGCT

„We are very happy that the Longines Global Champions Tour is being organized
for the first time here in Šamorín. This is not the first time we have organized
a big event here. In the last four years, we have organized several international
events - 5 star events or even European Championships. This year we logically
wanted to promote it to the Global Champions Tour.“

x-bionic® sphere

CHALLENGE SAMORIN
THE CHAMPIONSHIP
Regular event in x-bionic® sphere which we hosted for the 4th time and we are proud to
host it each year untill 2030. The World Triathlon Championship under the Challenge
Family heading. One of the world‘s most prestigious triathlon races is a challenge even
for the best professionals. Triathlon consists of 1.9 km swimming, 90 km cycling and
21.1 km running and the athletes must qualify for it during the year. However, the rich
accompanying programme brings the opportunity to try triathlon even over shorter
distances. The event also includes an attractive programme for families with children,
a lot of stalls with products and activities for the athletes and public, as well as unique
gastro zone. The greatest stars of the event are traditionally Lucy Charles-Barclay, Anne
Haug, Sebastian Kienle, Florian Angert, Marcus Ditlev, Lucy Hall, the domestic audience
is mostly attracted by the racers Richard Varga, Filip Šebo and Ondrej Kubo.

Filip Šebo, Slovakia
Triathlete

“I see the Šamorín Challenge as the closest to my heart, as it belongs
to my most favourite races of all. It is located in a matchless surrounding,
where all 3 disciplines are exceptional. Together with volunteers, fans
and organisers, it creates a real sporting atmosphere, which I look forward
to every year and which helps me to improve my maximum.”

1,600,000
media value

150,000
prize money

Lionel Sanders, Canada

Triathlete, The Championship 2018 winner
“The competition was held at the x-bionic® sphere resort.
It was probably the most amazing place I have ever been to!”

60

nationalities
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P-T-S MEETING

400,000

Regular event, organised 6th times in row at x-bionic®sphere. The most important
athletics meeting in Slovakia, Pravda-Televízia-Slovnaft, continues to spread the good
reputation of Slovakia throughout the world. Renewed P-T-S at the modern x-bionic®
sphere sports complex also offers top athletics and a unique opportunity to see
foreign stars at the start, but also the Slovak elite athletes.

media value

44

nationalities

Christopher Belcher, USA
“I can only say superlatives about the meeting. Great conditions,
organisation, as well as fans. The track was excellent, I am satisfied
with my performance today. I was only worried about the insects
that were really annoying during the race, I had those little flies
nearly everywhere! Next year, I will certainly include Šamorín into my
starting list of events.”

Javier Sotomayor, Cuba

The world high jump record holder

200

athletes

“I am excited! I have travelled the whole world, but I haven’t seen
anything like x-bionic® sphere! It is like a paradise on Earth.
Great conditions for athletes, beautiful hotel, gym,
wellness, pools, as well as athletics stadium. All in one place.
Fantasy and joy of sports!”

5,000
spectators
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SUMMER OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
23 JULY – 8 AUGUST 2021

The historically first Olympic Festival took place at the x-bionic® sphere Olympic
Training Center in Šamorín, from July 23 to August 8 in the same time as the Olympic
Games in the capital of Japan. The whole 17 days full of a rich program, competitions
for Olympic prizes, workshops and discussions on sports topics. The festival included
a media studio for TV, Radio and live coverage from Tokyo. Lots of concerts for
children and adults, especially opportunity for kids to try 29 different Olympic sports,
including the autograph session with real Olympians.

11 hours of

culture programe

26 sports

federations

130 hours

of active sporting

30 000 visitors

x-bionic® sphere

FARRIER’S ARENA
POLO CUP
30 JULY – 1 AUGUST 2021

The debut of the classic and elegant polo tournament Farrier’s Arena Polo Cup in the
magnificent of x-bionic® sphere bringing a level and atmosphere that has never been
seen in Slovakia before. Four international teams competing with each other for the
very first time in sand arena. This event represents combination of culture and sport
with unique evening show under artificial lighting.

Alexandra Benčíková, Slovakia

Member of Danube Polo Clup & Co-organizer of FAPC
„At the end of July 2021, we had the opportunity to host the Farrier’s Arena
Polo Cup here at the x-bionic sphere. Polo players from Argentina, Colombia, Austria, Hungary and, of course, Slovakia met in this exceptional place.
The reactions of the players themselves, but especially the guests, who
could see the polo arena in x-bionic equestor sphere for the first time, were
the most beautiful experience for me. The premises of the complex and the
professional approach of the staff provided us with maximum comfort and
thus enhanced the amazing emotion of the experience of all involved.”

x-bionic® sphere

X-BIONIC®
INDOOR MASTER

246,000
prize money

9 − 11 NOVEMBER 2018

X-BIONIC® INDOOR MASTER is the most exclusive and most elegant event
of the season. An indoor horse-riding event with a limited number of
competitors offered a total prize money of EUR 246,000.
In the largest indoor riding hall with a special VIP section, performances
were given by e.g. Martin Fuchs, who won silver medal at the 2017 World
Equestrian Games, Olympic winner Jeroen Dubbeldam and the
first women to lead the world's ranking, Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum.

21

nationalities
Rowan Willis, Australia
Rider, 4* Level

“I think this is the best facility you can find in the whole world.
I have already raced at many places, but this is definitely my
favourite. I am really looking forward to coming back again.”

Martin Fuchs

rider, 4* Level

130

“The conditions here are great, of course. We have everything
that we need for ourselves, as well as for our horses.
There is lots of space, a high-quality surface and beautiful
covered halls, so we could not wish for more.”

riders

4,000
spectators

x-bionic® sphere

X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR 2019
PRESENTED BY ENERGOCHEMICA
16 JULY − 4 AUGUST 2019

850,000
prize money

The third annual X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR, which takes place every year in one of the
most beautiful resorts in Europe, once again offered a unique atmosphere and equestrian sport elegance. The three-week programme brought a lovely sports experience,
a range of international and amateur races, but also special competitions for young horses, children, juniors and young horse riders. We supplemented the show jumping race
with other disciplines – endurance riding and four-horse hitch – that provided a unique
and dramatic show. Award-winning positions included 18 categories of the Longines
ranking chart and the total prize money during the X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR 2019
amounted to EUR 850,000.

42

Every year we are pleased by the participation of the equestrian elite from all over the
world. Exceptional competition and training conditions in combination with the number of services offered at our resort create a perfect place for professional athletes.

nationalities

Kent Farrington, USA
“There are not many places like this in the world. I am glad that they
are interested in our sport and looking forward to what they prepare
for the future.”

20,000

Jessica Springsteen, USA

spectators

438

horse riders

”This place is just amazing! I mean, I had heard many good things
before I came here so I was really excited to come and this complex
definitely lives up to its expectations. I am really grateful
to be here this week.”

x-bionic® sphere

FEI JUMPING
NATIONS CUPTM YOUTH
1 − 4 AUGUST 2019

x-bionic® sphere hosted the FEI Nations Cup for children, youth, young riders and pony
riders. The x-bionic® equestor sphere area offered a chance for talents from all over the
world to show themselves at an international level. This event gives the opportunity
to young equestrian talents to cooperate in a series of team races, and thus supports
personal growth and collaboration in order to achieve a collective national pride.

8,000
spectators

Anthony Philippaerts, Belgium

Rider, 8th place within the Kids Individual Racing Category
“I really enjoyed the race and I am glad to win the wonderful silver medal.
We could have won gold, but silver is also nice, not everybody can have
a medal. The x-bionic® sphere arena is really beautiful and the atmosphere
there is motivating. There was really a lot of people who cheered us up
and the chanting after a mistake-free round make your experience even
better. Goofy was amazing and I am really proud of her.”

Ludovica Goess-Saurau

Female Rider, 4* Level

“This is one of my favourite places and I am always happy
to come back here. The horse arenas are amazing, the stables
are always very well prepared and your food is excellent.”

33

nationalities

313

horse riders

x-bionic® sphere

LONGINES FEI JUMPING
NATIONS CUP™
26 − 29 APRIL 2018

One of the most prestigious equestrian events in the world, The Nations Cup™ First
Division, took place in Slovakia. Moreover, it was for the very first time that a 5*
competition in parkour jumping was held in Slovakia. The Longines FEI Jumping Nations
Cup™ is the biggest and the oldest event in the equestrian world. It consists of thirteen
qualification competitions taking place on three continents. The Longines 2018 FEI
Jumping Nations Cup™ Slovakia brought a weekend full of first-class sports event,
as well as the ultimate experience for six hundred horses and their riders.

Steve Guerdat, Switzerland
CSIO 5* Category Winner

“It is beautiful here, very nice surroundings and excellent service.
It was a weekend full of great sport and fantastic moments.”

200

600,000

18

nationalities

prize money

87

horse riders

6,000
spectators
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FEI™ WORLD ENDURANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP ŠAMORÍN YH
29 SEPTEMBER 2018

It was a great honour for us to host the young horses FEI™ World Endurance Championship
already for the second time, with 47 horse riders competing on a 120-km long track along
the Danube in four rounds – 36, 36, 30 and 18 km. Mohammed Al Abbar (UAE) was the first
one to reach the finish line with only the tiniest lead over Khalid Al Nuami (QAT).

The Arabian Horse Festival is a new event concept aimed at supporting Arabian horse
breeders. The combination of a fitness test and a veterinary inspection will examine the
future of young horses, with a special award for the Best Fitness and Fastest Recovery Time.
These rules guarantee the best conditions for horses, while allowing horses with great
potential to show what they are made of.

Lucia Supeková, Slovakia

Endurance Rider, 6th Place at FEI World Endurance Championship
“It was an amazing race and a special feeling when I was approaching
the finish hand in hand with my daughter Michaela. We travel around
the world to race, but Šamorín and x-bionic® sphere are home for us.
The best races are organised directly here, at our home, and we simply
love it here.”

15

nationalities

47

horse riders

x-bionic® sphere

LONGINES FEI
WORLD ENDURANCE
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2016
15 − 18 SEPTEMBER 2016

The best endurance teams from all around the world with 133 horse riders from 45
countries came to Šamorín to take on the challenge on a 160-km track. The event was
launched by successful horse riders such as Jaume Punti Dachs and Dubai Crown Prince
H.H. Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum.
The spectacular ceremonies, which opened and closed the World Endurance Championships, presented the individual teams and celebrated the victories. Both ceremonies
were held in the indoor riding hall, not missing the exceptional atmosphere and unforgettable show.

Incredible opening
and closing ceremony

45

nationalities

133

horse riders

x-bionic® sphere

WORLD ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
FOR YOUNG HORSES
SEPTEMBER 2014

The FEI World Endurance Championships for Young Horses 2014, held in Slovakia for the
first time, boasted one of the highest completion rates for a seven-year-old horse Endurance competition on a day of extraordinary sport. From a total of 44 combinations, 20
successfully finished the challenging ride, with the UAE’s Mansour Saeed Mohd Al Faresi
securing gold with Tiswan Fageole, completing the course in a time of 05:47:29. French
riders filled second, third and fourth places.
Breaking with tradition, this event saw a change from the unusual format, with a linear
route for three legs and then two final loops on the 120-kilometre track, which included
steep, stony going over the initial stages and fast straights in the closing stages.
Athletes from 15 nations – Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Spain,
Estonia, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Sweden and the UAE – crossed the start line at 08.00 on Saturday morning.

Held in Slovakia

15

nationalities

fot the first time

x-bionic® sphere

EUROPEAN ENDURANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP 2015
SEPTEMBER 2015

It was a great honour for us to host the young horses FEI™ World Endurance
Championship already for the second time, with 47 horse riders competing on a 120km long track along the Danube in four rounds – 36, 36, 30 and 18 km. Mohammed
Al Abbar (UAE) was the first one to reach the finish line with only the tiniest lead over
Khalid Al Nuami (QAT).
The whole event of the Endurance European Championship in HIPPO-ARENA Šamorín
started by a grandiose opening ceremony. Representatives of 21 countries were
introduced and together with the guests watched the parade – the show of a Spanish
horse whisperer Santi Serra, the performance of folk group Čarovné ostrohy or the
Tron Dance LED Show. The Slovak team achieved a historical success on the home
field during the Endurance European Championships that were held from 11th to 13th
September 2015 in ELEMENTS RESORT’s HIPPO-ARENA Šamorín. Our representing
team consisting of Mario Hoffmann / with Sonic de Villaformiu, Petra Hubačová / Ocaz,
Katarína Roux-Šafránová / Naffa de Lap and Feras Boulbol / Musafer have fought for a
historical success. We have gained a great 5th place with 12 rivalling teams, meanwhile
the Spanish team became victorious. Spanish Jaume Punti Dachs won the individual
disclipline and defended his European Champion title from Most, acquired two years
ago.

21

nationalities

Jaume Punti Dachs, Spain

Endurance Horse Rider, 2015 World Champion
“This is an amazing place for horse riders, as well as for the horses.
I really appreciate how they take care of us here!”

x-bionic® sphere

FINA

28 AUGUST − 1 SEPTEMBER 2019

SAMORIN (SVK) 2019

In 2019, the x-bionic® sphere resort became the venue for the very first World Youth
Artistic Swimming Championship. This exceptional five-day event offered a great opportunity for the sport’s best rising stars to present themselves and some of them could even
move closer towards the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo. A total of 332 swimmers from
35 countries around the world could enjoy the perfect service and first-class conditions
of the whole resort.

Lisa Schott, Canada

Chief Referee of the FINA World Series and Technical Delegate
“The premises and equipment are some of the best in the world!
The organisers are amazing. I am delighted! Thanks for the generous
hospitality and support during this unique celebration of artistic
swimming, accompanied by the real values of sports and fair play.”

Jana McDonnell, Slovakia

SR Artistic Swimming Representation Manager

5,000
spectators

332

swimmers

35

nationalities

“A major advantage is that the athletes, coaches and referees don’t have to
travel anywhere during the day, as everything is in one place. Tired and exhausted athletes are in a restaurant in a few minutes and in the next few minutes
in their room, where they manage to regenerate. This was appreciated by all
representations, but also by leading FINA representatives. From the food and
accommodation to excellent training and racing conditions, this area
is an ideal venue to organise a world-class sports event.”

x-bionic® sphere

EUROPEAN CROSS-COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIP
10. DECEMBER 2017

In 2017, the town of Šamorín was honoured to host such an important event as the
SPAR European Cross Country Championship, which took place at the x-bionic® sphere
resort and earned an audience ovation. The event had an exciting atmosphere of
tight finishes at the finish line, showing the power and dominance of the racers. Many
spectators came to the event and they were not discouraged by either cold wind nor
intensive sun.

Svein Arne Hansen, Norway

European Athletics Federation President
“I can honestly say that I have never been to such a fantastic place as this.
This was a great championship!”

5,000
spectators

561

590,000
media value

athletes

37

nationalities
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Michael Douglas
and Catherine Zeta-Jones
Hollywood married couple,
Academy Award winners

x-bionic sphere welcomes
guests from over the world
®

Princess Dilayl Bint
Nahar Al Saud

August 2019
X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR

Bill Gates

Business magnate

Princess of KSA

August 2017

July 2017

CSIO Slovakia, Equestrian Meeting

Competing during X-BIONIC®
SUMMER TOUR, accompanied by
Ramzy Al-Duhami, Saudi Arabian
show jumping rider and Olympic
bronze medailist

Chris Powell

Personal trainer and a reality
show personality
April 2016
Shooting of “Extreme Makeover”

H.M. King Hamad Bin
Isa Al Khalifa
King of Bahrain

September 2016
FEI World Endurance
Championships

H.H. Dr. Mona
bint Fahad Al-Said

Francois Louis Vuitton
Wine producer

Princess of Oman

September 2017

May 2017

Wine tasting in Golden Garden

Official Omani delegation led by
Princess Mona

H.H. Sheikh Nasserbin
Hamad al Khalifa

H.S.H. Prince Albert II.
Sovereign

Member of the Bahraini royal family,
president of the Bahrain Olympic
Committee

Prince of Monaco
May 2017

June 2017

Official state visit
of the Slovak Republic

The Championship Triathlon
FEI World Endurance Championships
(participated in two World Championships at x-bionic® sphere in 12
months)

H.H. Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum

Vice President and Prime Minister
of UAE, and ruler of the Emirate of
Dubai
September 2016
FEI World Endurance Championships

H.H. Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum
Dubai Crown Prince
September 2016
FEI World Endurance Championships

x-bionic® sphere

Marek Hamšík, Slovakia
Footballer, Dalian Yifang F.C.,
Captain of the Slovak Football
Representation

International sports
elite visiting
x-bionic® sphere

Training camps
at x-bionic® sphere

Ramil Guliyev, Turkey
Sprinter, World Champion and
European champion in the men's
200 metre race

Jan Železný, Czech Republic
World record holder in javelin throw
June 2018

June 2017

Guest of honour at the P-T-S
Athletics Meeting

P-T-S Athletics Meeting

Matej Tóth, Slovakia
Race walker, IAAF world champion
in race walking and Olympic
champion

Martin Škrtel, Slovakia
Footballer, İstanbul Başakşehir F.K.
former captain of the Slovak Football
Representation

June 2016, 2017, 2018

Training camps
at x-bionic® sphere

P-T-S Athletics Meeting

Javier Sotomayor, Cuba

World record holder in high jump
June 2018
Guest of Honour at the P-T-S
Athletics Meeting

Richard Varga, Slovakia

Steve Guerdat, Switzerland

Triathlete, quadruple ITU
Aquathlon world champion, fastest
triathlon swimmer, Olympian

Olympic champion, European
champion, triple World Cup winner,
current number one in the FEI
Longines Ranking

June 2017, 2018

July 2018, 2019

The Championship 2017, 2018

X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR

Sebastian Kienle, Germany

Triathlete, Ironman World champion,
double 70.3 Ironman world
champion, Challenge Family
The Championship 2019 winner
June 2018, 2019
The Championship 2018, 2019

Lucy Charles-Barclay,
Great Britain
Triathlete, triple Challenge Family
The Championship winner, two
times 2nd place at the 70.3 Ironman
World Championship
June 2017, 2018, 2019
The Championship 2017, 2018, 2019

x-bionic® sphere

Richard Kilty, Great Britain
2014 indoor world champion
in 60 metres running

Peter Velits, Slovakia

Multiple world cycling champion
April 2019

June 2019

Bike Open Fest

P-T-S Athletics Meeting

Ján Volko, Slovakia
Sprinter, 2019 indoor
European champion

Slovak Football
Association

June 2018, 2019

August 2018, 2019

P-T-S Athletics Meeting

Training camps
at x-bionic® sphere

Slovak Football Representation

Alžbeta Bačíková, Slovakia
Slovak representative in track
cycling
April 2019
Bike Open Fest

Janka Števková, Slovakia

Slovak representative in cycling
at 2004, 2008 and 2012 Summer
Olympic Games
April 2019
Bike Open Fest

Qatar’s U-20

Anita Włodarczyk, Poland

Training camps
at x-bionic® sphere

June 2016, 2017

Qatar Football Association
July 2019

Hammer throw, 2012 and 2016
Olympic champion, world record
holder

P-T-S Athletics Meeting

ŠK Slovan Bratislava

Filip Šebo, Slovakia

2019

June 2017, 2018, 2019

Training camps
at x-bionic® sphere

The Championship 2017, 2018,
2019

Slovak triathlete, former football
representative

Slovak league champion
and Champions League participant

Alistair Brownlee,
United Kingdom
Triathlete and double Olympic
champion and ITU world triathlon
champion
June 2017
The Championship 2017

x-bionic® sphere

Daniela Ryf, Swiss triathlete

Katie Zafares,

August 2021
The Collins Cup

Silver and bronze medalist from
Tokyo 2020 Olympics, 2019 ITU
World Triathlon Series Champion

American triathlete

4 x Ironman World Champion
5 x Ironman 70.3 World Champion

August 2021
The Collins Cup

Paula Findlay,

Jan Frodeno, German triathlete

Canadian triathlete

Dominating triathlon scenes for
years.

First Canadian triathlete to win
a World Triathlon Series event

3x Ironman World Champion Gold.
Olympic medalist from 2018.

August 2021
The Collins Cup

Holding world record and is the
only person so far to complet IM
distance under 7 and half hours
August 2021
The Collins Cup

Sam Long, American triathlete
Bright future for American
long-distance racing. 2021 70.3
Worlds Silver Medalist, has won
two Ironmans, and five 70.3‘s.
August 2021
The Collins Cup

Andre De Grasse,

Canadian sprinter

Six-time Olympic medallist, Won
gold in 200m in the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics
July 2021
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

Daryll Neita,

Lukáš Krpálek,

Bronze from Tokyo 2020 Olympics
in 4x100 m relay, second fastest UK
all-time female athlete

2019 World champion, former
European champion, double Olympic Champion in 2016 Rio Olympics
and 2020 Tokyo Olympics.
He is the most successful judoka
in Czech and Czechoslovak history.

British sprinter

Czech heavyweight judoka

July 2021
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

March, June 2021
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

Hungarian judoka

Karakas Hedvig,

Anderson Peters,
Grenadian javelin thrower

World Championship bronze
medalist, and multi-time European
medalist.

2019 world champion from Doha
and multiple time CARIFTA Games
champion.

March 2021
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

June - August 2021
P-T-S meeting
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

Blessing Okagbare,
Nigerian track and field athlete
Olympic and World Championships
medalist in the long jump, and a
world medalist in the 200 meters.
First female athlete to run 100
m during P-T-S Meeting under 11
seconds.
June - August 2021
P-T-S meeting
Pre-games preparation camp
Tokyo 2020

Maryna
Bekh-Romanchuk,

Ukrainian long jumper

Silver medalist from 2019 World
Championship in Doha
June 2021
P-T-S Meeting

“SPORT HAS THE POWER TO CHANGE THE WORLD. IT HAS THE POWER TO
INSPIRE. IT HAS THE POWER TO UNITE PEOPLE IN A WAY THAT LITTLE ELSE
DOES. IT SPEAKS TO YOUTH IN A LANGUAGE THEY UNDERSTAND. SPORT CAN
CREATE HOPE WHERE ONCE THERE WAS ONLY DESPAIR.”
NELSON MANDELA

CONTACT OUR PARTNERSHIP DEPARTMENT:
partnership@x-bionicsphere.com

